
Control Theory and Technology (CTT) 

Requirements for figures 

 

 

A. Size 

 
 Figure width 

Single column 
Minimal size 30 mm 

Maximal size 80 mm 

Double column 
Minimal size 130 mm 

Maximal size 160 mm 

 

 

B. Font 

Please embed and use the recommended fonts as the following clarifications:  

 Variables, functions, mathematical formulas: ZapfCalligr BT at 9pt; 

 Words, numbers: ZapfHumnst BT at 9pt. 

For the two fonts above, please click the link “Instructions & Forms” in the top right corner of the 

page https://mc03.manuscriptcentral.com/ctt, download and embed all the fonts in the RAR file 

in the font library. 

 

If the figure contains other fonts, please substitute these fonts with the above fonts to avoid 

missing letters or symbols on the CTT side. 

 

Please note that a space should be kept between the variable and the unit, e.g.,  

“t (s) ”, “x (m) ”, and “W (kg) ”. 

 

 

C. Format 

We recommend that only EPS, JPEG, Word or PowerPoint formats are used for the final 

submissions. Both grayscale and color image files are accepted. See the following clarifications 

for further details. 

 EPS: Vector graphics are strongly recommended. You can achieve them using 'Save As…' or 

'Export…' to the EPS format by different applications, like MATLAB, Origin, CorelDraw.  

 JPEG: Resolution is recommended not lower than 600 dpi. Note: Screenshots are not 

recommended, except in case that you would like to illustrate settings of a software 

application. If so, please name these figures with including “screenshot”. 

 Word and PowerPoint: Please submit Word or PowerPoint documents directly. It is not 

necessary to copy MS Word figures into graphics applications, like Paint, Photoshop, and 

then export to JPEG, which will very possibly cause the low resolution. 

 Line weight (LW):  

For graphs, LW of curves is 0.6pt, LW of axes is 0.3pt; 

For flow charts, LW of frames is 0.6pt, LW of arrow lines is 0.3pt. 

 

https://mc03.manuscriptcentral.com/ctt


The samples: 

     

 

 

D. Axis labels  

Center the labels based on the axis.  

Put units in parentheses. Do not label axes only with symbols or units. Do not label axes with a 

ratio of quantities and units. We have the CTT standard label writings shown as the following 

examples: 

 Write “t (s)”, not just “t” or “(s)”; 

 Write “t (s)”, not “t/s”, and not “t [s]”; 

 Write “v (m  s-1)”, not “v (m/s)”; 

 Write “ ()”, not “ (deg)”; 

 Write “( () s-1)”, not “ ̇ (deg  s-1)”, and not “ ̇ (deg/s)”;  

 Write “v (r  min-1)”, not “v (rpm)”. 

 

Labels in the format of (a) (b) (c) should appear below each subfigure. Center (a) (b) (c) based on 

the subfigure width. 

Detailed label words for subfigures should appear at the end of the figure captions, not below 

the subfigures. 

 

The samples are as follows: 

   

 

 

E. File naming 

Please name the figure files in numbers in accordance with the order forward, for example, 1.eps, 

2.eps, 3.jpge. 

 

 


